
CDW’s Advantage for Microsoft M&A
We’ve seen many organizations try to tackle these complex projects on their own, but incomplete 
planning or inability to react to unexpected challenges leads to a poor user experience. And that can 
cost your organization goodwill and stall integration momentum.

CDW has the experience, methods and software expertise necessary to ensure success with 
high-profile M&A projects. Here’s why:

CDW + MICROSOFT
We get Microsoft and we can share our 
knowledge with you so your organization 
can spend less time managing software and 
more time putting it to work.

It’s a story we’ve heard many times. Your organization announced a merger, acquisition or 
divestiture event, and your team has been tapped to migrate data between Microsoft 365 tenants 
and your on-premises Active Directory forests. Oh, and could you make sure there’s minimal 
disruption to user productivity, maintain proper security posture and have it done yesterday?

That’s where we come in! Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) involving Microsoft 365 require intricate 
planning, skilled technological acumen, great migration tools and proven experience. We have all 
of those plus a unique set of software tools found nowhere else.

Tenant Migration for Microsoft 365 can help you achieve:

Reduced 
Risk

Cost 
Reduction Agility

CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your organization no matter where you are on your journey 

Design Orchestrate Manage On-Premises On-Journey Cloud-Based

M&A EVENT 
ON YOUR MIND? 
TENANT MIGRATION 
FOR MICROSOFT 365.

CDW AMPLIFIEDTM   Workspace Services

CDW Amplified™ Collaboration
Tenant Migration for Microsoft 365

CDW SUCCESS STORIES
Large U.S. healthcare provider
Acquisitions
• 78,000 users
• 5 source tenants

Large U.S. manufacturer
Divestiture
• 21,000 users
• 3 tenants

Large global CPG manufacturer
Acquisitions
• 9,000 users
• 2 source tenants

Large U.S. medical equipment manufacturer
Acquisition
• 10,000 users
• 1 source tenant
Divestiture
• 1,800 users
• 1 source tenant

State government
Multi-Tenant Organization
• 800 users
• 1 tenant

We’re ready to tackle the tough stuff. Multi-tenant organizations, coexistence strategies, 
re-architecting tenants, hybrid environment transition, GOV clouds and more.

Have a small environment on your plate and no time? We have turnkey migration options to 
relieve the burden of migrating small environments, too!

https://www.cdw.com/content/cdw/en/services/amplified-services.html


To learn more about Tenant Migration for Microsoft 365, 
contact your account manager or call 800.800.4239.
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What We Do
Here’s what you can expect from our skilled engineers, adoption specialists and project managers:

Service Included

Planning: We’re focused on helping you plan the best possible user 
experience infused with proactive communication, technology 
adoption and project management each step of the way. 

Build and Test: We’ll deploy a team of subject matter experts to work 
with you on remediating source environments, configuring target 
tenants, building migration tools and testing the whole process before 
we move a single user, tackle device migration and on-premises Active 
Directory.

Migration: The heavy lifting is no problem for us. We’ll execute the 
migration, provide level 2 engineering support and help you 
communicate and train for a smooth transition.

Support: We know where the pitfalls are. Let’s use that experience to 
plan and support your end users in their post-migration 
environment. CDW has solutions to fit all customer needs, including 
extending your help desk or providing long-term support.

Certifications
CDW is a Microsoft Solutions Partner and 
has earned the following recognition: 

Understanding Your Tenant Data with CDW TenantScan
All tenant data isn’t created equally. What makes sense to migrate or leave behind? What’s going 
to be easy and what will be hard? You have better things to do than wade through admin portals 
and reams of data.

That’s why we created CDW TenantScan, two applications included with every tenant migration 
engagement that discovers tenant and on-premises Active Directory quickly and accurately and 
then scores it to help you focus attention on what matters most during your migration.

CDW-badged Microsoft engineers, architects, 
developers and project managers nationwide

175+
Years of delivering successful 

Microsoft 365 projects

10+
Proofpoints

https://www.cdw.com/content/cdw/en/services/amplified-services.html

